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To whom it may concern 
 

 
 
 
 
Gothenburg February 2012 
 
  
Re: MRM and STCW non-technical training requirements 
 
The intention of this letter is to, in a simple way, illustrate what course modules of the The Swedish 
Club Academy’s Maritime Resource Management (MRM) course that are needed to meet the STCW 
Manila amendments’ non-technical training requirements, such as resource management, leadership 
& teamwork. This letter complements a more extensive guide on the STCW Manila amendments that 
was published by The Swedish Club Academy in September 2011. (This guide is found at 
www.swedishclub.com/academy) 
 
The STCW sections that contain requirements related to non-technical skills are: 
 

• Reg. A-II/1 for Bridge Resource Management 
• Reg. A-III/1 for Engine-room Resource Management 
• Reg. A-II/2 and A-III/2 for Use Leadership and Managerial Skills 
• Reg. A-II/1, A-III/1 and A-III/6 for Application of Leadership and Teamworking Skills 

 
It is possible to look at all seven sections one at a time but since there are many overlaps and similar 
requirements in the tables of these sections, all the requirements of these tables have in this letter, for 
simplicity reasons, been combined into one single table.  
 
The comparison exercise and more details about the MRM course are found in the next four pages of 
this letter. The two last pages contain a copy of a letter issued on 14 February 2012 by the Maritime 
Department of the Swedish Transport Agency certifying that the selected MRM course modules (as 
shown on next page) meet the above mentioned requirements of the STCW 1978 Convention as 
amended by the 2010 Manila Amendments. 
 
For any query concerning the contents of this letter, feel free to contact us. 
 
Yours faithfully, 
The Swedish Club Academy AB 
 
 
Martin Hernqvist 
Managing Director 
  



 

 

STCW requirements and MRM course modules 
 

Column 2 (All seven tables combined) Maritime Resource Management course modules 

Knowledge, understanding and proficiency  
 

Knowledge of shipboard personnel management and 
training  

A knowledge of related international maritime conventions 
and recommendations, and national legislation  

Ability to apply task and workload management, including:  

.1 planning and co-ordination  

.2 personnel assignment  

.3 time and resource constraints  

.4 prioritization  

Knowledge and ability to apply effective resource 
management:  

.1 allocation, assignment, and prioritization of resources  

.2 effective communication on board and ashore  

.3 decisions reflect consideration of team experiences  

.4 assertiveness and leadership, including motivation  

.5 obtaining and maintaining situation awareness  

Knowledge and ability to apply decision-making techniques:  

.1 situation and risk assessment  

.2 identify and generate options 

.3 selecting course of action  

.4 evaluation of outcome effectiveness  

Development, implementation, and oversight of standard 
operating procedures 

 

• Introduction to MRM 

• Situation Awareness 

• Attitudes and Management Skills  

• Cultural Awareness  

• Communication and Briefings  

• Challenge and Response  

• Short Term Strategy  

• Authority and Assertiveness  

• Management Styles  

• Workload  

• State of the Ship 

• Human Involvement in Error 

• Judgment and Decision Making  

o Hidden Pressure  

• Leadership in Emergencies  

• Crisis and Crowd Management  

• Automation Awareness  

o Attitudes to automation 

o Man/Machine interface 

 
Explanations: The column to the left contains all STCW requirements regarding non-technical 
skills, i.e. the seven tables listed on the first page of this letter. Training areas that belong together 
have been marked in different colours. After that, the MRM course modules needed to cover the 
STCW requirements have been marked in the corresponding colours.  
Example: 
• To meet the STCW requirement ”obtaining and maintaining situation awareness”, the MRM 

course module ”Situation Awareness” should be covered. 
• To meet the STCW requirement ”knowledge and ability to apply decision-making techniques”, 

the MRM course modules ”Situation Awareness”, ”Short Term Strategy” should be covered in 
full plus the section ”Hidden Pressure” from the module ”Judgment and Decision Making”. 

 
The MRM course modules marked in colour in the column to the right are sufficient to cover the 
STCW requirements. However, we cannot see that it is possible to deliver complete training in 
resource management and leadership without discussing the central issues related to attitudes and 
culture. A requirement for an MRM training certificate will therefore be to cover also the course 
modules ”Attitudes and Management Skills” and ”Cultural Awareness”. For this reason, these two 
modules have been circled in the column to the right. In addition to this, attitudes to automation and 
man-machine interface from the “Automation Awareness” module should be addressed. Also circled. 
  



 

 

MRM training method 

Workshops 
The learning process in the MRM course takes place in workshops, one workshop per course module. 
 
In the workshops, conducted by a specially trained workshop leader, the trainees work together with 
8-12 other trainees, sometimes in smaller groups. 
 
Case studies and situation analysis are performed, during which comparison between others’ and own 
attitudes and opinions are made. 
 
The MRM course is rather increasing the tendency, or willingness, to apply the skills than teaching 
the skills. This is a matter of changing attitudes. 

Computer Based Training (CBT) 
As a preparation for each workshop, the trainee must learn some basic facts about human behaviour 
and interaction. This is done by means of computer based training, or ‘CBT’. The CBT program also 
contains scripted drama examples of good and bad management situations.  
 
The CBT may be carried out individually or in group. 

Case studies 
An important part of the course is case studies of real accidents and incidents with analysis using 
‘MRM terminology’. 

Length of training 
The full MRM course normally requires four days of training, i.e. about 32 hours. 

Facilitation techniques 
There are two main techniques that are available to trainers, namely instruction and facilitation. 
Instruction can be described as being primarily a telling activity, where knowledge and skills are 
developed in trainees through either direct communication or demonstration. Facilitation on the other 
hand, can be described as a technique that helps trainees to discover for themselves what is 
appropriate and effective, in the context of their own experience and circumstances. 
 
Both techniques are useful and have their place. In order to transfer knowledge, instruction is the 
most efficient technique to employ. However, trying to encourage appropriate attitudes using 
instruction as the technique, normally has limited success. People, particularly adults, do not like 
being told how to behave and what to think. 
 
In MRM training, facilitation is the technique primarily used. 
 

Quality Assurance 
An MRM training provider is authorised to deliver the MRM training programme through a licence 
agreement specifying the rights and undertakings of the licensee. Provided the licensee meets the 
requirements of the agreement, a Certificate of Authorisation is issued to the licensee. This should be 
displayed easily visible in the licensee’s facilities and is renewed yearly. 
 
MRM workshop leaders should be carefully selected by the licensee and participate in a dedicated 
MRM workshop leader training course. Refresher training of MRM workshop leaders is part of the 
licence agreement. The MRM workshop leader is issued an MRM workshop leader certificate upon 
successful completion of MRM workshop leader training. 
 
This QA system has been set up to ensure a high and equal standard of training wherever in the world 
MRM training is being delivered. 
  



 

 

MRM course modules 

Situation Awareness 
In this module the concept of Situation Awareness is addressed and defined. The trainees will be able 
to recognize the importance of Situation Awareness to decision-making, state the three levels of 
Situation Awareness and list factors affecting Situation Awareness. 

Attitudes and Management Skills  
The human nature and its weaknesses are discussed. The trainees learn to be aware of "hazardous 
thoughts", that can induce accidents, and the opposite, "safe thoughts". The concept of Common 
Terminology is introduced.  

Cultural Awareness  
Cultural differences and how to deal with them. The following characteristics are used to describe 
cultural differences: Group-Individual, Power Distance, Uncertainty Avoidance, Feminine-
Masculine, and Short-Long Term.  

Communication and Briefings  
This module deals with common errors in communication, the importance of "closed loop 
communication" and how you achieve a good communication climate. Briefings and debriefings are 
mandatory in aviation and should be applied also on ships. Practical guidelines are given on how to 
perform briefings and debriefings.  

Challenge and Response  
The importance of a Challenge and Response environment is emphasised, defined as a "supportive 
environment", in which everybody feels free to question assumptions and actions, and in which 
positive responses are the norm.  

Short Term Strategy  
Short Term Strategy is a practical method for dealing with any type of task, but especially useful in 
abnormal or emergency situations when use of all available resources is necessary.  

Authority and Assertiveness  
In this module, behaviour in terms of authority and assertiveness is discussed. Reasons for and the 
dangers of extreme combinations of authority and assertiveness are analysed.  

Management Styles  
Different leadership styles are discussed and how to deal with them. The performance/human relation 
management grid is used.  

Workload  
The dangers of too low and too high workload are discussed and systematic ways to avoid them. 
Methods like task analysis, delegation and rotation of tasks are addressed.  

State of the Ship  
The state of the ship is generated by the combination of the team members' personal states of mind. 
The underlying reasons for different states of mind are discussed, as well as the importance to detect 
and take action on state extremes and differences between the crew members.  

Human Involvement in Error  
Here, underlying causes of accidents in terms of externally and internally induced errors are 
discussed, and the importance of responding to and learning from errors.  

Judgment and Decision Making  
Factors affecting judgment and decision making and the process of decision making are addressed. 
The importance of detecting and avoiding hidden pressure is emphasised.  

 



 

 

Leadership in Emergencies  
Transferring an emergency situation from the unanticipated, fast reaction type towards the 
anticipated, slow reaction type is discussed, and the necessity to apply different leadership styles in 
different emergency situations.  

Crisis and Crowd Management  
Together with the above modules, this module meets the STCW requirement for theoretical training 
in C&C management. It covers mental and physical reactions in a crisis situation, how to deal with 
them, how to deal with a crowd and finally a method for personal crisis debriefing.  

Automation Awareness  
This module addresses the consequences of increased automation on ships' bridges. It discusses 
different levels of automation, characteristics, advantages and dangers with automation and some 
guidelines for learning to work in automated environments. 
 
 
   
 

 






